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The Natural Cork Quandary 
 
To cork or not to cork? That is a very good question. Today’s wine consumers face a wide range of wine bottle 
closure types. We would like to offer a little help with understanding the pros and cons of these and explain our 
own closure choice. 
 

A little background 
 

Natural cork first appeared as a bottle closure about 250 years ago, allowing quality aging of bottled wine for the 
first time. Cork proved to be an excellent closure for long-term aging, as it lets in a minute amount of oxygen 
over time, allowing the wine to continue to develop in the bottle. According to Dr. Andrew Waterhouse at UC 
Davis, a typical cork will allow the passage of one milligram of oxygen per year. This micro-oxygenation is also 
important in that it eliminates the development of thiol compounds that can produce undesirable aromas in an 
anaerobic environment.  
 

Closure pros and cons 
 

More recently, many winemakers have chosen to make use of new technology in closures—namely screw caps, 
synthetic corks, and composite corks. If natural cork works so well, then why mess with perfection? Well, one 
reason is an increase in the cost of natural cork; the other reason is that natural cork is not all that perfect. 
 
While a typical cork lets in oxygen at an ideal rate, subtle variations and flaws can lead to too much oxygen, 

causing the wine to oxidize. If you have ever had a wine with a brownish hue or a slight sherry character, it has 
oxidized in the bottle. The selection of a high grade of cork will minimize how many flawed corks end up in a 
batch, but the screening process is not perfect. Additionally, high grade corks are expensive. 
 
Secondly, natural cork is susceptible to a mold that can lead to the formation of trichloroanisole (TCA), a very 
potent and unpleasant aroma that can taint an entire bottle of wine. If you have ever had a wine that tastes 
moldy, or just plain lackluster, it may have a TCA spoilage. This is generally referred to as “corked.” 
 
Although the cork companies claim a 1-2% spoilage rate due to TCA, we have been noticing closer to 3-4% 
in recent years. This is obviously entirely unacceptable, and this rise in TCA has driven many wineries 
toward the taint-free synthetic route.  
 
At Cantiga, however, we must consider our wine style and our mission to make wines that are worthy of 
long-term cellaring. So, what to do? Synthetic corks let in more oxygen than natural corks, thus decreasing 
a wine’s lifespan in the cellar. And with all new closure options, we don’t have enough data yet to really 
understand how they perform over time. For long-term aging, natural cork is the only closure with a proven 
track record. So where does that leave us? 
 
Cantiga’s I-Cork program 
 

Two years ago, at the peak of our frustration over the increase in TCA we were seeing, our cork company, 
Rich Xiberta, approached us with a brand-new program they were launching: I-Cork. This program 
involves individual sensory testing of 100% of corks by a panel of experts, using ethanol as an agent to 
extract the TCA. If taint is detected in any cork, the entire sub-batch is rejected. The company is so 
confident in this process, they guarantee their corks and pledge to pay the replacement value of any bottle 
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spoiled by taint. No cork company has ever done this, to our knowledge. Although I-Corks are significantly 
more expensive than standard natural cork, we decided to get on board, as customer satisfaction is our top 
priority. We began with our big 2013 reds and 2014 whites and lighter reds. Although we don’t have a lot of 
data yet, we are very optimistic; of all the I-Corked bottles we have personally opened to date, not one has 
shown any taint! 
 
Two of the three wines in your shipment contain I-Corks: The 2013 Troubadour and 2014 Nocturne. You 
can identify them by a tiny “I-C” imprint within our cork graphic.  
 
Our quality assurance 
 

We have always guaranteed customer satisfaction, but we wanted to take the opportunity to emphasize this. 
Proper storage of wine, which is a perishable product, in a dark, temperature-stable environment (ideally 
around 55◦F) is very important. If you feel that your storage is adequate, and if ever you open a bottle that 
you feel is potentially spoiled or somehow substandard, please allow us to replace it for you. It is very 
helpful if you re-cork it with the original cork (red side in), refrigerate it and return it to us at your 
convenience; that way we can identify and respond to any issues. If you are far away, you can also call us 
and we may have some questions for you that will help us gather data. 
 
As always, we appreciate your business and support! Enjoy your fall club release! 
 

Included in your fall shipment: 
 

2012 Petite Sirah, Estate 
Harvest Brix: 25.7   pH: 3.53 TA: 6.83 Alc: 14.7%     RS: 0%   ML: 0% 

Cases produced: 220 Barrel age: 3 years in mostly neutral European oak 
 

This rich yet wonderfully balanced wine is running low, and we wanted to make sure our club had a final shot 
at it. This vintage has developed beautifully and is very enjoyable now, although you may also choose to 
continue to cellar it. With bold yet velvety tannins and lush blackberry notes, this is a nice wine for cooler 

weather menus—hearty stews and grilled meats, as well as flavorful Mediterranean cuisine and wild game. 
  

2013 Troubadour, El Dorado (Exclusive club release) 
Harvest Brix: 25.3   pH: 3.64 TA: 6.53 Alc: 14.5%     RS: 0%   ML: 0% 

Cases produced: 193 Barrel age: 3 years in mostly neutral oak    Blend: 75% Cab/25% Shiraz 
 

It is not every year that we are able to offer our signature blend of Cabernet Sauvignon and Shiraz, and so we 
are excited to release this very limited vintage to our club. This wine exhibits the lush cherry fruit of high 
elevation Foothills Cabernet, combined subtly with the black fruit and spice of Shiraz. This wine is wonderful 
with beef or lamb, mushroom or lentil dishes, and even complements spicy Indian cuisine! It is just entering 
readiness, so we encourage you to cellar it for a few more months if you can; otherwise, decant it to allow its 
wonderful nuances to open up and shine. 
 

2014 “Nocturne,” Late Harvest Zinfandel (Pre-release)   
Harvest Brix: 29.0   pH: 3.50 TA: 6.95 Alc: 16.1%    RS: 5%   ML: 0% 

Cases produced: 200 Barrel age: 3 years in mostly neutral European oak 
 
 

And a special treat for the holidays… It has been ten years since we have made a vintage of our “Nocturne,” so 
it is likely that only our long-term members have had the opportunity to try one. Our last vintage (2004) was 
very well received, and we believe that the 2014 rivals it! Produced from Herbert Vineyard fruit, this dessert 
wine is complex and decadent, with subtle plum and spice. It is not too sweet, with only 5% residual sugar and 
good acidity to balance it. Enjoy with cheeses (especially aged blue cheese) or extra dark chocolate (especially 
chili-infused chocolate). Other desserts such as walnut cake or cheese cake can also work well, as long as they 
are not too sweet. It is best to have the wine as the sweetest thing on the menu. Ask Rich for his “Cherry 
Popper” recipe! 


